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BUILDING A 
CUSTOM
MAT PATTERN

you will need
– paper
– writing utensil
 – scissors  
– tape 
– ruler 



For more information, please visit www.cocomats.com/patterns
email: patterns@cocomats.com   phone: 704-241-3897
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Scan QR for
attachment 
information

If your vehicle has fl oor mat attachments (via posts, 
twists, snaps, or velcro), draw a small circle at the exact 
location of each attachment on the pattern. If a pattern 
has two attachments, measure the distance between 
the exact center of each circle and write the measure-
ment on the pattern. If your car 
has velcro attachments, write 
“velcro” next to the drawn circle.

MAT ATTACHMENTS

14 inches

For heel pad location, place the 
“X” sticker (provided) on the 
driver pattern where your heel 
hits the pattern while driving. 
No heel pad may be requested 
by writing “no heel pad” on the 
driver pattern. 

HEEL PAD LOCATION
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For the accurate pattern direction, write your name on 
the top side of all paper patterns. On this same side, 
write where the front, back, left, and right locations are 
on the pattern.

LABELING YOUR PATTERNFront
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Bob Smith
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14 inches

Confi rm steps 1 - 4. Once completed, use the enclosed 
envelope to mail us your modifi ed pattern.

CocoMats.com Attn:Patterns    
236 Zimmer Rd.
Fort Mill, SC 29707

CONFIRM AND MAILFront

Left Right

Bob Smith

Measure the width and length of the fl oor where you 
would like your mat and cut a piece of paper slightly 
larger than these measurements. Place the paper into 
the car fl oor and mold it into the sides — pushing hard 
enough to make a crease in the paper. Take out the pa-
per and cut 1/4 inch inside the crease marks and round 
the corners (our mats have a 1/4 inch growth rate.) Put 
your new pattern back into the car and adjust the fi t 
using scissors to remove coverage or extra paper with 
tape to extend the coverage. Repeat for all mats. 
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